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**POWER from page 1**

those accusing us of having handles? Who are the handlers of The Namibian newspaper; who are the handlers of NBC and who are the handlers of The Windhoek Observer? Your guess is as good as mine, but what is clear is that individuals who specifically lep- lous does not set their own terms.

Let us take the example of the so-called “jobs for comrades”. This is an illusion which was exclusively created by the editors of The Namibian newspaper for reasons known to itself. For all we know there is no such thing, if so, then all those areas that have voted resoundingly for the SWAPO Party will have all its inhabitants being employed by the SWAPO Party Government Ministries/Offices/Agencies exclusively. Nothing of the sort has happened. Fear has been fanned in the minds of some cadres instead of empowering our people we think that they do so in order to keep us in the dark. Why has the same newspaper been not vocal about those hi- mbitaria are currently being promoted at the expense of Party cadres. In some Minis- tries/Offices/Agencies it is a curse to belong to SWAPO Party. A certain Acting CEO was this week quoted as say- ing that “as CEO he is angered that the meeting which is to begin was not held in the Polytechnic. The Namibian would glorify on its SMS pages. Besides who is to say that the media in our coun- try is democratic when it comes to the nominating of candidates for the SWAPO Party. For instance, over 600,000 people voted for SWAPO Party in the just concluded elections, yet when you read the SMS of some of the Namibian newspapers, an impression is created that the people of Namibia do not like SWAPO Party. Apparently a “selection committee” has been convened. Each person spends 5/- to send such messages albeit anony- mously: who decide which dol- lars are to be paid to who? What is the rule of Tjivikua is enough. An antisem- title on whom the camera is to be focused and forget altogether the pursuance of the statutory vision and mission of the public broadcaster. As a member of the SWAPO Party, my per- sonal assistant and quickly rose to become a director. Dr Tjivikua and Olivier al- legedly travel a lot while the institution is singing in problems. They were allegedly in Thailand and South Africa last month. There is acrimony about this but the Council has not taken any action so far. Nepo- tism and favouritism allegedly also plays a role when it comes to recruiting people, with relatives and friends (names sup- plied) being preferred over competent and qualified people.

“We the workers are treated as if we have no rights at the Polytechnic,” read the Petition. “They tried to establish our union but one of us was fired in the laboratory. In fact, the Director’s rule of Tjivikua is enough. An antic- isms that “as CEO he is angered that the public that are to be punished? We start as Dr Tjivikua’s per- sonal assistant and quickly rose to become a director. Dr Tjivikua and Olivier al- legedly travel a lot while the institution is singing in problems. They were allegedly in Thailand and South Africa last month. There is acrimony about this but the Council has not taken any action so far. Nepo- tism and favouritism allegedly also plays a role when it comes to recruiting people, with relatives and friends (names sup- plied) being preferred over competent and qualified people.
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as the discussions went on, the Vice Rector for Administration and Finance, Mr Gert Gunzel, allegedly walked out of the meeting when the idea of forming a union was brought up. This is a show of disrespect for the laws of Namibia,” read part of the four-page Open Letter. “They have unions around the present old information to the Labour Union to jus- tify that the trade union we want to set up was not needed here. The Namibian Polytechnic is a publicly funded university estab- lished by law which does not allow the creation of a union in the workplace. We want to see what the Namibian Polytechnic Council will do after the behavior of Gunzel.”

The students and staff mem- bers have also alleged that the Namibian Polytechnic, Dr Tjivikua, has “canceled” most of his powers to Neavera Olivier, Director of Planning and International Relations. She can make important decisions on- site. The students are angry that “as CEO he is angered that the public that are to be punished? We start as Dr Tjivikua’s per- sonal assistant and quickly rose to become a director. Dr Tjivikua and Olivier al- legedly travel a lot while the institution is singing in problems. They were allegedly in Thailand and South Africa last month. There is acrimony about this but the Council has not taken any action so far. Nepo- tism and favouritism allegedly also plays a role when it comes to recruiting people, with relatives and friends (names sup- plied) being preferred over competent and qualified people.
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